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The uniquely styled KRONOS Lift Desk elevates the idea of a

sit+stand desk, including a unique mezzanine shelf that helps your workspace stay neat and clutter-free. The ultra smooth work surface
is soft to the touch and easy to clean, accented with natural walnut veneers. Two mobile storage cabinet options ensure that supplies
stay organized and close at hand.
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6752 LIFT DESK

Work surfaces are smooth to the touch, resilient and easy to clean.

Digital keypad can be mounted on the left or right of the desk.

A flip-down storage/keyboard drawer is lined with non-slip material to keep contents secure.

A power strip (not included) can be mounted under the desktop with the supplied mounting kit.

Wire management channels and ties keep wires organized.
Overall Dimensions
Variable Desktop Height
Capacity
Weight

29–54H x 61.75 x 30.75 in | 74–138H x 157 x 78 cm
24.5–49.5 in | 62–126 cm
150 lbs | 68 kg
143 lbs | 65 kg

Shelf Height
Interior Drawer Dimension
Drawer Capacity

4 in | 10 cm
1.5H x 25.5 x 11.25 in | 4H x 65 x 28 cm
25 lbs | 11.5 kg

61.75 in
157 cm

30.75 in
78 cm

29–54 in
74–138 cm

Digital keypad is programmable with four user-defined presets.

Flip-down keyboard drawer is lined to keep contents secure.

Mezzanine tier includes cutouts to keep wiring organized.

A modesty panel complements seated use and keeps wiring concealed.

6717 MULTIFUNCTION CABINET

Includes storage drawer, adjustable shelf, pull-out printer tray and locking file storage drawer.

Locking casters secure cabinet in place when desired.
Overall Dimensions
Printer Compartment
Printer Capacity
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
File Drawer Capacity
Weight

35.75H x 23 x 18 in | 91H x 58 x 46 cm
13H x 22.75 x 17.25 in | 33H x 58 x 44 cm
25 lbs | 11 kg
50 lbs | 22.5 kg
50 lbs | 22.5 kg
123 lbs | 56 kg

18 in
46 cm

35.75 in
91 cm

23 in
58 cm

6729 MOBILE CREDENZA

Includes locking storage and letter/legal file storage drawers.

Doors conceal an adjustable storage shelf.

Locking casters secure cabinet in place when desired.
Overall Dimensions
Adjustable Shelf Capacity
Storage Drawer Capacity
File Drawer Capacity
Weight

29H x 63 x 18 in | 74H x 160 x 46 cm
50 lbs | 22.5 kg
25 lbs | 11.5 kg
65 lbs | 29.5 kg
201 lbs | 91 kg
18 in
46 cm

29 in
74 cm

63 in
160 cm

Multifunction Cabinet 6717 includes a pullout tray to keep a printer within
easy reach.

Mobile Credenza 6729 includes an adjustable shelf to keep supplies
organized and accessible.

SATIN WHITE &
NATURAL
WALNUT
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